Off Course Feng Shui for Golfers

Exterior Artificial

Water Dragons
By TY Tan

I touched on the exterior natural water forms in my previous article. When there is an absence
of exterior natural water forms, an exterior artificial water form can be created to activate wealth
luck.
To build exterior water dragons, make sure that the water flow is orientated towards a door or
a window of the house. Do not orientate it directly towards the main door. Make sure that there is an
opening such as a door or window to welcome the water qi into the house.
Do not dig the locations occupied by the Grand Duke Jupiter, which are the Tai Sui, Three
Killings (San Sha) and Five Yellow (Wu Wang), for doing so may bring about misfortune.
Also, place a dragon symbol by the side of your water feature to create powerful wealth qi.

Drains and Wells
Never allow exposed
drains to completely dry up,
for this weakens the sheng qi.
The direction in which the
water flows in drains around
the house usually affects the
wealth luck of the residents.
If there are drains that flow
in the wrong direction, build
a wall to block the offending
drain from view. When it is
out of sight, it will not affect
you.
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Swimming Pool
Waterfall

Rounded or oval-shaped
wells are preferred so that no
poison arrows are created.
The well should not be too
small or too big, and may be
covered by grills for safety.
Water must be seen flowing
into and out of the well
without its view being
blocked.

The size of a waterfall
should be proportionate to the
size of your house.
Artificially created water
should not flow in a sharp
90-degree manner. It is good to
have water that flows in a more
rounded way without sharp
angles and with a gentle
waterfall.
Placing decorative plants
near the waterfall is of added
benefit. Make sure there are no

The size of the pool
should not overpower your
house. It is best to keep the
pool shape round or oval,
as sharp corners that point
towards your house can
create sha qi. Swim in the
pool daily to create yang
energy.

Water Fountain with Pond or Plain Pond
Do not let your fountain
dominate the garden; otherwise,
it will overwhelm you and it is
harmful. Make sure the shape
of your pond does not afflict
you by pointing directly at your
doorways. Build enough depth
into your pond in order for
wealth to last. Create yang
energy for your pond by placing
lights, having plants inside the
pond, generating movement,
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obstructions, such as big rocks
or a wall, which blocks the good
qi from flowing into the house.
Note: A six-tier waterfall,
which has six levels of water
falling into a single pond, is a
very auspicious water feature
piece. Its design structure
should have the water flowing
towards the house (to enhance
income) and ending in a deep,
large fishpond (which is a
wealth accumulator).
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rearing some goldfish or
arowana and keeping the water
clean.
If there is an absence
of an exterior water form
due to the lack of extra land
or garden in your house,
you can set up an interior
water form to activate your
wealth luck. In the next
issue, I will touch on interior
water forms.

